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'' ye whales and all that move in the waters,

bless ye the Lord.

Praise Him and magnify Him for ever."
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INTRODUCTORY

ABRINA says the book is void of all instruction as of useful

information, and that at least there should be maps and footnotes

added.

The Guardian Gabriel rephes : "If there be maps and

notes, as well as illustrations, no one will read the book."

And therefore take it as it is, my dear, all the responsi-

bility and half the royalties ; with these last we will sow the

meadows with bright buttercups and promote protection, even

from sportsmen for Sabrina's best-loved bird—the Kingfisher.
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THE REASON FOR GOING

E spent seven years of busy, happy life without a

break—my Guardian Gabriel andji.

We had experienced probably the same

amount, and something the same kind of trials,

pleasures, interests and monotonies which befall

others who live strenuous, conscientious lives.
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And we decided life

was very good, but withal,

difficult.

When we disliked the

work we meant to love we

rightly blamed ourselves and

not the innocent work.

When people whom we genuinely admired jarred on our nerves we blamed

ourselves and not the unoffending ones.

When we could do no more we fell asleep, and waking, strove again with

hfe, calling for words and deeds.

At last I knew a crisis had arrived which must be faced alone, for there were

none to help, though one might call to passing folk with friendly faces ; but in a

crisis no one calls aloud—there lies the danger.

I could not rest or concentrate my thoughts, and pleasure fled. If I sat

midst the oak of my grey sitting-room, with Maeterlinck, I thought but of the
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*' Francis Thompson " lost, or parted with the previous day; and when the soHtude

I begged for came, I longed for company, and fain would weep, but found no

sympathetic breast.

" I shall be ill," I cried, " or worse, rude to some unoffending soul, unless T

go away, where there is neither food nor speech, where duty loved of God's died

young, where conscience sleeps and custom's ne'er conceived."

And foolishly T craved to see long shadowy slopes of bright bell heather,

stretching out colour till it reached the sky, and hastily I bade farewell to our

astonished guests, travelled two hundred miles, and wept, and slept, upon a purple

moor.

Then strange, clear waters entered in my soul refusing to be dammed or



driven away. They called and sang and danced beyond belief ; and in the mist I

walked among the streams.

On my return to life, I strove to tell these things to Guardian Gabriel, but

being strong and sane he did not understand, and when I made excuse of nerves

and foolishness, he ordered me a tonic, chicken sandwiches and port.

I sought out books on nature and the beautiful, with the result that I grew

irritable with our friends and with their clothes.

" Away, awa3%" I cried, " but where, and how, and when." Blindly I stumbled

on on a tale of "Little Rivers," by Van Dyke, then secretly I bought an old canoe.

I tried her cautiously in wintry weather on the Loch, but was discovered, and the

Guardian Gabriel aghast, allowed this aberration only on exaction of a promise

that I wear a County Council waistcoat made of cork, equal to the salvation of

two drowning men.
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Then I decided to be

desperately deceitful, speak-

ing of this determination open-

ly till Guardian Gabriel, for

his good, agreed to be

deceived.

I asked for leave, five

days n every hundred. The

Guardian said it was a serious

speculation, shewing mistrust

of my security.

We wrestled long with pleasantries and pleadings—and I disappeared.

Then life with all its days and doings went apace with pleasurable vigour.

Moreover these spasmodic pilgrimages into the wildernesses of the world brought

strange new colour into all my life.

Alas ! If tired souls could hold some spells of healthful joy, there would be no

more broken nerves. And we are meant to have routine, some regularity, which at

20



times must sink to sheer monotony, but " make and break," say electricians, and

woe for those who fail to break routine with interludes of joy. It is the reason of
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strong drink, fits, seizures, old maid's

faces, scandal, failure, dementia, and

senile decay.

But caution, child, for if the

holiday be tinged with least ful-

filment of a duty, it loses power to

heal
; yea, though it be reunion

with relations or a friend.

And, listen ! Make the break in time, for in postponement, if the power of

joyfulness be dead salvation's lost.

Now, by degrees, but this was later. Guardian Gabriel, you would say, sub-

consciously, knew what was done, and as I drove away, the bright green boat

smiling upon him from the motor's top, I ceased reminding him that he was des-

perately deceived.

And when I faithfully returned within the appointed space (five days) amazed

at my enlightenment, he plied my brain with science and finance, and these gained

entrance, but found no abiding city there, and died for lack of nourishment.

Thus was the Pilgrim's habit established, and the sweet pilgrimages are set

down, fully and faithfully for you because the world discovered was most strange

and beautiful.
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THE COMPANION.

Sabrina—Spirit of the Flood.

HE time has come to tell you of Sabrina, and therefore

I would beg the intercession of your gentleness, my halting pen

desiring I desist, reminding me daring oft brings destruction

when 'tis weighted with a too unequal theme.

Surely one never proves the joy of solitude, until with

care the wrong companion is selected. Yet is the most
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successful single quest of no account compared with the intense and two fold

joy, the delicately threaded bond of a wild day beyond the world, shared with

a friend, whose understanding makes the balance true of all one's untrimmed

soul, and overweighted life.

When I considered this, my thoughts fled to Sabrina, and when recaptured and

paraded round the problem, they escaped me, and returned to her again.

I have no need to tell you that before calling her, to be my fellow pioneer, I

gave an all-night sitting, and devoted critical consideration to the choice.

Arrayed in tramping clothes, armed with a knapsack and a sandwich case, I

summoned all my friends, and marched their spirits up and down midst the old oak

of my grey sitting-room, and wasted gorgeous spells of time—preparing plans.
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Aholiday, yet unforced attitude of revelry would be essential forcompanionship,

not actually for my necessity, but that I knew my unconventional ways, and the

strange mood from me inseparable at this setting out would certainly distress my
friend, if toned to less intensity and ecstasy than I,

And therefore from the ranks of student labour, not of pleasure-loving ease she

must be drawn ; someone to whom the very breaking up of customs, hours and

meals would bring intoxication, as to me.

Sabrina, I recalled with satisfaction, worked to the edge of her vitality, but

not bevond.
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Then my companion must not need rich banquets, nor too many clothes. She

of soft clothing and choice appetite, could not be fitted for the spirit's quest.

Sabrina wears no corsets, needs no lunch, and though she measures 5 feet 9

in an emergency, or green canoe, can curl herself up like a little cat.

She wears two garments, one of wool, a kind of bathing dress, beneath a faded

frock, made like a cassock, it would appear out of a weather-beaten sail.

Invited out conventionally to lunch, and pressed to name the hour, it is

Sabrina's custom to accept, adding, that as she never eats this meal, the hour at

which she goes without is of small consequence.—Yet she will oft-times munch an

apple, if it be but green and sour, lending unfailing charm to every atmosphere

where e'er she goes.

Humour dwells with her, that strange gift one cannot buy with much fine gold,

no, nor obtain it for another, or oneself, by fasting, or by prayer.

With her, misfortune wears a roguish face, bad weather brings a mystic mood
of meaning.

And like myself she rises up for

dawn or sunset, or when glory spreads

her cloak abroad, sleeping througli

darkness, or in dull surrounds, no

matter what the hour by guns, or

clocks, of this world's mechanism.

I called to mind another point in

favour of Sabrina's company :—For her
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and me one volume is enough. She

carries Maeterhnek, I Yeats, or Francis

Thompson, and on the second day we
seize the other's book.

Yet one more thought.

A certain air is needful in the trespasser, something akin to Nun or Quakeress,

and this unconsciously Sabrina carries into all she does. I may attain it veiling my
true self in grey ; with her it is inborn.

Yet further. There are friends who seize instinctively a pause in life for the

unfolding of their secret woes, the probing of the problems of this strangely personal

life. No human soul can rest insensible to a so subtle compliment, the confidence

grows mutual, rouses swift response, means of escape are eagerly devised, upon the

rivers bank, dramatic detail holds the day in thrall, new duties and responsibilities

rise up like beckoning ghosts, and the eternal keeping of one's brother's soul, with

oft-times his expensive body, fills one's life anew.

Yet after four long days of human intercourse, on the return to life, no vision's

held, no pillared cloud of mist and fire is borne aloft for darkness or the noon.
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Sabrina leaves her per-

sonal self at home, and one

with nature, and with me,

has neither past nor pre-

sent, time nor space, nor

education, nor philan -

thropy, no relatives, no

neither politics.

For in the land of visions there is neither sex nor war, nor high nor low, nor rich

nor poor, nor great nor small ; but a pure stream of colour floods the spirit, flowing;

for ever—to and from Eternity.

It is God's river, and his children are made glad.

Yes, after seven years of work and waiting, seeking salvation shall be selfish,

as the quest for sight of Holy Grail. The wandering forth for inspiration unfettered

on the God-given wings of Spirit, that the soul speed away, hasting to quench

her thirst before she die.
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Frank Dicksee, R.A.

And therefore was Sabrina for the quest, and if she would not leave the working

of the mill, to seek the stream which drives the waterwheel, then I would go alone.

" Sabrina or alone," I cried in ecstasy of preparation.

And very early in the dawn Sabrina came.
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TRESPASS.

NCE on a time I thought a treatise upon trespass

should be of value in a Christian land, to Fabians, demo-

cratic Tories, Quakers, and of course, the Church, i.e. :

—

those who desire to pass the torch of culture down the age.

Culture !—Surely the art of loving souls, and being be-

loved, of seeing visions, living natural lives, and knowing

nature's ways.
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Did you dream ever of an inland river, child, where hid in buttercups some

three feet high, up to long knees, or very childish waist, in woods, far from a road or

rail, through fenced and shaded parks, among cool trees which, not content with

stretching over streams, burst up like islands in their midst, round which the waters

swirl and chase, and catch the trout again. Down deep green lanes, with rapids,

and small waterfalls, these not too deep for shooting midstream. Near to thatch

ed villages built round a Norman Church.
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The Mole "
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Passing long slopes of bluebells, downs of cowslips, and perchance an apple tree

stooping to look within at her own blush ; Beneath old moss-grown bridges, and

beside a primrose copse, pale yellow in December

There—my astonished breathless child, are Paradises called " trout streams."

And they are clear as nothing else in life is clear but childlike souls.

Cast down your crystals an unworthy simile.
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Green as the streams in which the artist only half believes Millais' " Ophelia
"

died, knowing the model in her grassy robes was within an ornamental bath near

Kingston.

The water is pure green because it is so clear holding green shadows, flowers

and weeds, and in its depth is seen the full green radiance of the overhanging trees.

The pebbles are quite white, and some are red, shining like sparkling gems,

washed by the swift clear water of the eternal stream.

So gay of heart I wandered forth to know the madness of the meadows, and to

trespass amidst the trout !

Laws, I reflected, are to restrain the violent, discontented, ill-behaved, and the

ungentle.
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Those who possess this paradise of clear green water and forget-me-knotted

banks, stretching to meadows of gold buttercups, surely desire, beyond their per-

sonal pleasure in possession, other gentle souls should share the joy of seeing (maybe

but once) the Heavenly place, storing thereby a vision to enchant for ever, days of

duty in the soul's seclusion, spent among men in crowds, and oft-times ugliness.

How rejoiced then would these temporal lords of streams and meadows be,

could they but know, that once—once only—we had paddled through the enchanted

land in green canoe ; a passing which could hardly vex the sensibilities of timid

trout, speeding along with less commotion than attends the passage of a rat or

water-fowl.
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Surely suspicious thoughts of rude aggression never could be cast on such

adventure, too quickly gone alas ! yet never lost, kindling strange gleams of inspira-

tion in the soul ; the blessed sight of these fair places upon earth telling what

Heaven is like, and of what mind is God the Father, and Creator, suggesting won-

derment, methinks, shared with unsporting angels, at the keen capture of those

little beasts designed to live and run and swim within the Heavenly Land.

Reflecting thus, I had no fear of man, knights of the rod, and gorgeous feathered

hook, which I surmise intoxicates the trout, brought up in the clear colour of a

running stream, and has, I venture to believe, no bearing on his daily search for food.

Anon these plans dropped from my mind at evening parties where unwillingl}'-

1
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bore a part, the subject roused some transient interest amongst men; but sym-
pathy towards the subject was, I discovered, checked by consideration curiously

commercial, and as I listened, one said man would pay £500 for fishing over one

short mile of stream.

Then foolishly I made reply that in the morning early, sun and moon will shine

together on the water-meadow and the buttercups, but he to whom I made this

revelation, weighed and measured furtively the trout which lay so still in parsley on
the board, and as he jerked instinctively his wrist, fixing his eager eye upon the fish,

he told me that a green canoe might send just such an one below the surface for an

hour or two.
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Alas my fisherman !

Incomprehensible, insupportable loss to one who feels the river rush beneath

his feet, above his soul !

When he may lie in buttercups, bathed in more colour than a Frenchman,

drunk with joie de vivre, can pile upon his futuristic palette !

When the warm earth loses self-consciousness in Heaven's smiling grace, and

the body no more chidden, leaps and looks at last into the spirits gorgeous face.

clever trout ! happy trout ! I am with you when my canoe turns over, and

my knapsack, full of reason floats away. In this clear running flood, colour is your

inspiration, Sunday raiment, daily praise, and prayer, and food.
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And God created whales and living things !

And in creation colour was contrived for beast and man, the spectrum set in

the unfolded bow.

And God made many colours, more than Heaven could hold, and into earth

they spilled themselves in streams.

Oh whales and trout bless ye, and praise the Lord.
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CHAPTER II

THE ARUN AND ITS TRIBUTARY BROTHER

" Behold now the place where we dwell is too

straight for us—let us go even unto Jordan."
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Snowdrops.
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THE FIRST RIVERS—
THE ARUN AND ITS TRIBUTARY ROTHER.

E packed our knapsacks joyfully.

Sabrina wished to take a flannel nightgown,

trimmed with a sailor collar.

I agreed readily to nautical apparel for day

wear, but in a knapsack, thin silk without trimming,

was, I told her, the sole raiment possible for night.

Sabrina railed against the garment I provided,

called it transparently immodest, but I assured her it

was winter, and we should not sleep outside, also I demonstrated that the night-

dress folded, needed no more space than a large pocket handkerchief.

I threatened hair, and nail, and clothes-brush with annihilation, and de-

nounced the sponge bag.

An individual toothbrush, mutual comb, thin change of dress for rainy days,

goloshes, mackintosh, a milk flask, thermos, and two books, full filled the

knapsack, and our need.

On a December morning, very early, placing the green canoe outside a motor

car, ourselves within, and clad in garments other than those worn by visitors of the
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hotel, from which we fled, we sHpped away.

But first the expedition had to be explained to Guardian Gabriel, with

reservation.

We told no lies.

Throughout a troubled childhood, spent warring with officialdom, vested in

nurse and governess, banded together with red tape, I had guarded one bright spot

upon a battered shield, and at the time of prayer, the ordeal passed, gave thanks

each night, that I was saved, tho' as by fire, from the abyss, the dread and

only unforgivable—the lie.

A reprehensible, impertinent frankness saved me from shipwreck in those

childish days, and the dire threat held over the official head that lies would follow
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further questioning, proved, in emergency, unfailing asja method of escape. . . .

Practised successfully, this line of frank and truthful reservation still survived

vicissitude.

" Where are you going ? " groaned my guardian Gabriel, early one morning

as I breathed farewell.

" Into the meadow," I replied with cheerful promptitude.

" Impossible, it is December, and you will get wet "—conclusively.

" But I will dry," I answered hopefully.

" It is Sabrina takes you from your home and me."

But then I laughed and fled towards the door, knowing subtle^Tsuasion

must be stopped, holding the power to separate me from my quest, the only living

hindrance chance or nature could devise.
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" I may have to deceive you," I said sadly, " but when I do, I will be sure to

let you know."

This barrier passed—my letters answered in advance, i.e., before they came

(an Irish habit copied from Sabrina), I firmly closed the door, snatching Sabrina by
the hair and hand, ran swiftly, and was gone.

A map and book called " England's Streams," containing much advice on flies

and fish, led me to Billingborough, on the Arun, for our trial pilgrimage. I read

that Arun was a simple stream, devoid of trout, of negligible interest till the castle

near the river's mouth at Arundel is reached, and therefore, said I, none would

hinder us, or care for our procedure.

But when we reached the calm brown river, shrine of our adventure, Sabrina

brought to light two scruples from her breast—said she had never paddled a

canoe—feared to fall out, and wished it were a punt.

She murmured " cushions," but became ashamed.

I showed astonishment. Sabrina, socialist and Spartan—a punt with cush-

ions—possibly a carpet ?

No, I explained, it was a green canoe of lightest,

frailest build, easily carried, easily trespassed with,

over a Bridge or past a waterwheel. " Cushions,"

I sniffed indignantly, and handed her a " Burberry."

This lapse to momentary materialism past,

Sabrina's second scruple proved more serious.
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She, rebel, agitator, militant, expressed a law-abiding, conscientious dread

of trespass never possessed by me, the peaceful citizen.

In vain I pointed out it was a shameful thought to suppose human souls so

swamped in selfishness, so lost to sense of fitness, as to deny us quiet passage

through their gates of Paradise.

After long interchange of argument Sabrina was convinced of this world's

Christianity, and as I spoke, the vision pleased me, so that mine own conviction,

sometime wavering, grew to completion, and I felt the warmth of universal

welcome—yea, Celticwise, I pictured every land-and-water-lord reaching us eager

hands of hospitality—and loving-cups of tea.

Of course, my lord would not desire his pastures spoilt, his trout poached, or his
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peace of mind destroyed. But then ourselves ! Sabrina—Queen of trespassers,

with diffident grace,—I with explanatory demeanour !

Sabrina gazed at me, and sweetly called me names, the worst was " casuist "
;

but by degrees her conscience sank to rest, though when I added in all probability,

no soul would see us in our passage to the sea, I inadvertently surprised again

within her soul a certain vague unrest.

So placing her upon the floor of the canoe, I whispered grace upon our

pilgrimage,—called on St. Patrick—paddled into the unknown.

The green canoe weighs 301bs, within is built of shavings of thin wood, without

of canvas, covered with green paint of apple green or larch.

We christened her Sabrina, and Sabrina whispered " Let us sail beyond the

world."

I showered instruction on my dear, telling her to sit straight, nor yield to

sudden impulse tending to destruction, not to lean over the slight shallop's side, nor

drag her arm, nor dip her elbow in the dimpling water, and I besought her, on

perceiving keeper, landlord, otter, trout, kingfisher, fairy, or any beastie what-

soever of the flood, she should retain her balance and composure.

Sabrina sat quite still, holding at first her breath, then both sides of the boat.

Gaining some confidence and balance, she began to sing—a soft old song. We left

the world, its visible sign, the motor, hooting a requiem from the bank. We
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entered nature's calm.—Beauty and peace flooded our souls, nervous disorders

recognised their antidote and fled : light came to our spirits, as of the misty

dawn with gleams of flame and glory, light of the vision beautiful whose worship

leaves no human child unchanged, Light of the Spirit, God's baptism of fire.
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That first day with Sabrina singing, whilst I paddled, pushed and pulled her

through the interlacing twigs and boughs which stretched protecting arms across

the infant Arun, calmed my tense nerves, and made me sane and kind, which I am
told the Lord Almighty meant I should be.
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The river is not clear nor swift ; the surrounding country, of a peaceful Sussex

type shows softly shaded uplands, clumps of pine trees, and occasional woods. We
paddled through no private parks, neither approached fish hatches nor grand

mansions.
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The banks are high compared with all the brimming beauty of my real trout

streams, and pulling out the boat to pass a waterfall, we inadvertently diverged on

to an old canal.
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The day was full of quietude. We met with no adventure, none was expected,

or desired.

Oh inexperienced trespasser in green canoe, I know not what had been thy fate

had not chance led thee to this river mild ! Unloved of sportsmen, and unsung, its

calm brown stream brought life into the mechanism of a soul, whose springs had

ceased spontaneous action, responding but with automatic regularity to daily

signals, something resembling muscular vibration, which remains when death has

entered in.

For several hours we wandered round and round the spire of a small church,

as is the way of rivers.
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We did not stay to enter, in such haste were we to prove it possible to paddle

down the river's course, to reach the sea.

After an hour we both disliked the spire, and in the end Sabrina cheered

herself with the conclusion that it crowned another church.

When weary we spread mackintosh, and sat upon the bank. When hungry,

ate our bread and cheese, and drank hot tea ; and full of warmth and joyfulness

we read aloud an essay or a poem, deriding those who stay at home, or sit beside

the fire in beautiful December.

The second day we met a storm of wind. You must have noticed no one ever

travels with the gale canoeing.

Sabrina, who occasionally dipped a boat hook limply in the stream, said she was

stiff. I had decided to reach Stopham, and pushed bravely on, whilst my companion
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watched the clouds, deaf to my gibes lost in the whistling wind ; her attitude

implying dissociation from material weight, assisted by the conviction that the wind

helped, and not hindered us, and that the green one followed flying thoughts

without an effort on the part of a determined woman at the stern.

Such is the magic of the poet's daily life !

I like hard work, but in a gale, striving to keep the boat's nose sharply to the

wind with negligible progress, becomes exasperating, when one's helpmate sits

unconsciously a-dreaming—sadly on one side.

" Stopham surely must be round the bend," I shouted several times.

" And why not stop before we -get to..Stopham ? " asked Sabrina after some

minutes, with inconsequence.

We did, and going ashore, found Stopham, with its fine old bridge close by.
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The tide runs up to Pulborough, and the mud banks of tidal rivers lack the

green charm of grassy slope inseparable from an inland stream. So, pleased at hav-

ing come in safety to salt water, we placed the green one on a cart, drove her to

Midhurst, and from thence paddled by tributary Rother, back to Fittleworth,

and Pulborough, deciding we would visit Arundel— its park and battlements,

by road, another time.
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Next day we pulled to Pulborough, staying at the Swan, with wooden panels

in the dining room, painted by Constable and others, who, despising baser coin,

paid for their entertainment with full measure of their art, leaving to future

generations grace. Behind the chair on which I sat, and unprotected from the

stra}^ caress of duster or of guest, I found a bare, blown tree, worth all the effort

of the windy day.
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Now on the Rother we were nearly

drowned. It has been said we came

near death a score of times by reason

of fierce landlords, anglers, bulls,

barbed wire, low bridges, shallows,

hunger, cold and fear, but only once

'tis true, and in this wise.

We always questioned those we met upon the bank, partly because we met so

few, partly because Sabrina when excited likes to raise her gentle voice and shout.

I can't suppose we raised these questionings hoping for information, that would

assume an optimism too abnormal, even for ourselves.

The occasional angler proved invariably unacquainted with the river's course,

except that isolated spot on which he stood, but ever he refused confession of his

ignorance, and when he cried with confidence, " Proceed, there's no impediment,"

we always met with wire and waterfalls, but if he warned us to beware upon our

lives, we smiled and paddled on, learning mistrust of all his foolish words.

Now on this day of danger we gave greeting to a fisherman. Sabrina asking

if there were a mill or fall below the river's bend.

He shouted back, " It is a dangerous place, get out and walk, or you will soon

be drowned."
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We eyed him critically, then pulled the boat on to the bank, walking some

distance, but the stream pursued its placid course.

Returning, with some irritation we embarked again, and paddled on about a

mile.

Then suddenly, without visible sign of any such development, the current,

flowing softly on the surface, became exceedingly swift.

The boat raced forward, but Sabrina stretching her long

arm towards the shore caught at an alder twig, which merci-

fully held. The turbid water now rushed past us silently,

and as we held the green one straight, and fast against the

bank, the swiftness was so great, I feared the flood would

overflow the shallow freeboard of the boat.

Leaping ashore, we found behind some shrunken posts a

broken lock, and the full river, shooting smoothly from above,

fell into angry foam a dozen feet below.

And underneath the fall a rustic fixed his stolid gaze

upon a fishing line.

He looked up sullenly as I approached, pulling the boat

behind me, followed by Sabrina carrying knapsacks, mack-
intoshes, books and food.
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" We nearly paddled over there just now," I told him, pointing at the fall.

He stared at me indifferently, then at the foaming lock. After a heavy pause

he answered :
" Did yer now ? " and re-arranged his worm.

Our merciful escape seemed less momentous after this remark, and we pro-

ceeded, though with considerable caution.

One fairy bend branched, with swift, rippling water, through a bower of

overhanging trees, but we refused the looping turn, kept a straight course, and

shooting down some rapids, met the stream again.
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These little falls occur midst pastoral scenes of never failing grace, and everyone

is christened by the rustics " Tumble Bay."
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Dream
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That night in dream I saw the stoLd angler's face, Sabrina, and the green one,

paddles, knapsack, books, mackintoshes, riding upon the flood, tossed in chaotic

unconvention in the pool which whirled about his feet, and half awake, I laughed so

much, Sabrina grumbled—in her sleep.
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Next day the wind was cold, with

heavy showers. Somehow the mud
spread down the boat, and reached up

to our hats. Sabrina, growing careless,

I required some watchfulness to keep the mud of her goloshes from the lunch.

This led to mutual admonition, and in an hour we felt the need of rest and tea,

and chose a sheltered spot.

Think, then, of our dismay when we discovered that, at the most important

country Inn, where after one night's sojourn five attendants looked for recompense

other than kSabrina's farewell smile, the obsequious waiter (he of low obeisance) had
filled our treasured thermos with cold water.

Sabrina was so shocked when eagerly I poured the crystal liquid into her

outstretched cup, she forthwith dropped the milk flask into the deep, brown river,

to be seen no more, albeit she made offer to recover it by diving.

We sat in silence, and we ate dry food, we read no poem, and we escaped

recrimination as by miracle.
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Then Sabrina laughed !

Thinking the winter air and the dry cheese had mounted to her brain I watched

her sadly. But more and more she laughed. Small fishes looked and leapt.

Kingfisher darted up the stream to catch the sound, with orange on his breast,

red-tipped at beak and foot, the blue green jewels flashing from his back, a sight

of sudden brilliance, setting the calm brown river's soul astir.

And more and more Sabrina laughed, from airy childish ripples, to a full,

resounding shout. And something of her wildness caught me too at last as with

a strain of madness, and all the laughter of the ages held us within their mystic

mesh, and in our foolish shoutings we grew warm, and understood life's manifold

needs anew.

Then said Sabrina, " Let us pour laughter from our thermos, and lay other

nectar by."

We should have offered grace for mirth.
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Ungrateful heart, I never thought of God, till late that night, I wondered whv
Sabrina prayed so long, and found her fallen asleep upon her knees beside the

little bed.

Tell me not laughter is barbaric, survival and still present, sign of evolution

from the savage. Laughter, spontaneous, real and rare, life's saving grace, to all

humanity, is nectar and ambrosia of the eternal gods.

At dusk we left the green canoe hidden behind a haystack, walking by quiet

upland roads till we came to an Inn.
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Next morning in the pearly light, we strayed and searched round many
fields and haystacks, till we found the boat, and as we searched we passed a

primrose copse, all yellow with the short-stemmed, shy, brave things.
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We picked one each. They were too beautiful to waste.

It was December, and the scene, with its mild winter air, its diffident sunshine,

the bare trees, and banks of green, without a sign of mud until we leapt upon them,

Sabrina's laughter, and the kingfisher, the sudden gleam of pale gold primroses, are

mine, so that the river stays with me a thought of lasting joy.

Wander but one whole day in nature's land, and you will not return without

some joyous memory, some beautiful discovery, other than that arising from the

round of life's accepted work, with its own halo of a calm delight.

Far be it from this page to minimise the busy joy of treading bravely up the

slope of daily life, a slope so gentle that sometimes we wonder if it rise at all : but

to hear strains from Paradise you must keep silence, holding an ear to Heaven's

pressed open door.—To use the wings we fold and hide away, we must, like birds

(hast watched them ?) face the winds, run bravely, spring, leave the earth behind.

To walk and fly at once is not allowed, but having feet and shining wings, we

dare let neither waste for lack of life.
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There are sweet souls who fly, others who can but walk, yea, and a few who

only limp and hop ; they have not come, so says Sabrina, into possession of their own

glad kingdom, in this quickly fleeting world of joy and glorious life.
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CHAPTER III

THE RIVER MOLE

(December)

" The waters compassed me about."

" The weeds were wrapped about my head."
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THE RIVER MOLE.

HUS we spent five lovely days in Sussex on the river Arun,

with its small tributary stream the Rother, and more and
more we were convinced of the chill beauty, nay, the joy, and

wisdom of a winter expedition.

The sixth day, driving through Surrey to the River Mole,

we planned the last hours of an extended holiday.

The Guardian Gabriel shewed symptoms of anxiety by

telegram, and unexpectedly appeared that night, as we sat

down to supper at the Inn.

Upon his entrance I glanced critically at Sabrina, praising St. Patrick there

was seen no hint of wanton daring, nor of drowning. Even the mud, refusing

efforts of removal, had become woven in the woof of her rough coat, and the

canoeing paddles, I remembered feverishly, stood in the darkest corner of the hall.

We welcomed him with tender incoherence ; speaking of Nature's beauty, of

bare woods, the comfort of the Inn, the meadows, and a church with Saxon stones.

It rained in torrents, but we refused all reference to this elemental theme.

_^
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Sabrina signalled to our landlady, and after presentation, drew from her such

strange proofs of well-aired sheets as would have lured a Salamander into bed.

We ate our supper by the open hearth ; Sabrina told a ghost tale, and as the

clock struck nine the dear relation left us, pleased with our prudence, and assured

that safe and sound before to-morrow's dinner time I would return.

Next morning it was dark as night. We hastened from our beds, and with the

help of rustics, carried the canoe, striving at dawn, to find a satisfactory place for

navigation.

The river Mole, mud coloured, brightly brown, with glints of gold, swirled at

our feet. The swollen stream was deep, with foaming bubbles floating on its face ;

trees were submerged, and intertwining branches met in lonesome places overhead.
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Sabrina paid no heed to these considerations. Dehghted with my undecided

wanderings no thought of danger or destruction entered her small head.

Our man, his foolish doings copied by the boy, gaped at me, waiting

instruction.

It was a perfect morning. The dripping banks washed by the surging stream

looked glorious in the winter light. I drove all doubt and hesitation from my mind.

That night should I not dine in satin and in town : on the dread morrow

welcome acquaintance of well-balanced speech to lunch, invite offended relatives to

tea, striving in vain to bridge the gulf which separates neglect from sound intention?

This hour was mine ; water, mud, air, wild deeds, irrelevant words, with

nature and Sabrina, would remain henceforth a dream.
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And therefore I would clasp, as woman never clasped before, this sweet

December day, and its dear memory should never die.

Now as I saw Sabrina putting her small head through a break in the soft

hedge, all shimmering in the sun, I whispered to our rustic, asking him if his friends

went boating on the Mole.

He said he'd " not heard tell of such," and hinted that his relatives were

neither fools nor mad.

Unbending, he related how a young gentleman once carried a collapsible canoe^

and tried to sail it on a summer day, but as there was no water, owing to the drought

that year, he was obliged to fold it up and take it home again.

I made enquiry if the river was

considered dangerous, when flooded, in

these parts, and from his curious

phraseology 1 gathered it was so.

We passed a charming fall, the

horse-shoe bar well covered where the

river overflowed its brim, and there

beneath the foam, placing Sabrina in

the bow, I joyfully embarked.
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The water flowed at a tremendous pace. In order to control the boat, I pad-

dled briskly, with a short sharp stroke, and found it difficult to navigate in the

swift eddying stream.

We shot beneath a monster tree at racing speed. A bough knocked off

Sabrina's hat, we left it in a whirlpool, far behind, and once she turned and gave

me a long, trustful look.

My conscience smote me, for the river now forked round some islands, and from

the mill-race of the flood, I judged destruction must await us round each bend.

Possessed by mad exhilaration, I refused the promptings of my inmost soul, to

land and find out whither went the stream.

One instant's hesitation as to which of the two wild torrents led to least
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destruction, proved our undoing ; for suddenly we found ourselves washed broad-

side, violently, against the trees of a small island, covered by the flood.

The yellow foam raced round the boat, as holding fast the boughs of a huge
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tree, we momentarily considered how to leave the submerged island for the shore.

Then the wild waters leapt on us, rushing in one side of the boat, as we, un-

conscious of all happenings,so sudden was our fate, from out the other disembarked,

and found ourselves without a footing in the flood beneath.

And hanging in the river from the tree, we saw the green One upside down,

race round the bend which leads to Cobham Mill,

Sabrina tried to stand, but swinging to her neck she found no footing in the

surging stream.

We climbed the tree trunks and the overhanging branches for purposes of

observation, but remained unobserved, then shivering in the sun, decided that at

all costs we must reach the shore.

And siren-like, as if the flood had been her playmate, or her natural element,

Sabrina tossed her clothing to the winds, and plunged across the stream.

She gained the shore, whilst I, reflecting on her naturalness, threw clothing

after her, watching it disappear for ever round the bend to Cobham Mill.

Then, wearing many garments, thinking to share them with Sabrina, should I

reach the other side, and not the Paradisal shores, I cast my body on the waters,

believing after many days, it would be found, well clothed at Cobham Mill, and as I

plunged, and sank, a vision was vouchsafed me, and I saw Sabrina in her loveliness

tended by birds and little beasties frozen to the bank.
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Sabrina said the trout and fairies

saved me, and as we shared the wet

and chilly clothes, she told me of

J// Virginia's fate, who suffered drowning

^ rather than reveal her form, ending the

sweet old tale with pious praise that we

were saved—our souls and bodies—and

sufficient clothes.

My watch recorded, as her drowning

act, the hour of nine.

The morning sun shone golden on

the river's foam.

" Alas !
" shivered Sabrina, " Our

day is over. Our sweet expedition's

done."
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Dejectedly we dripped across the land.

Passing the back door of a mansion cautiously, we found a cottage ; and along

the path a woman ran to welcome us.

She shewed no fear as to our mental or financial state, told us her name was

Spicer, brought us beside her fire, and without hesitation dried and dressed Sabrina

in her Sunday clothes. Her boots she needed, but a pair from Mr. Spicer' s ward-

robe was provided, whilst, without shoes, I wore the family goloshes.

She called her neighbours, and they promised they would search the river for

our boat and our belongings.

Sabrina, clothed and playing with the Spicer children, wore an alien air of

strange respectability, which threatened to upset the situation.
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Fearing in my exhausted state to lose all sense of gravity, and suitable behav-

iour, I detached her from the Spicer babe, and waving warm farewells, we set off

to give notice at the Mill of the fine cargo which should presently arrive upon the

flood.
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In the good Spicer's Sunday clothes we dared not tramp the meadow or the

land, but walking silently towards the Mill, we sought a railway station for our

journey home.

The miller said no wreckage had arrived, hinting that only lunatics could

paddle down the stream that day without first being drowned, and I knew her

faith in me and my canoeing died in kSabrina's mind.

As we paced solemnly the road, I mentioned casually the sinking of my purse,

with several five pound notes.

To me it seemed a slight affair compared with the irreparable loss of that last

day's delight.

Sabrina was, however, shocked.

" How could you carry so much ' pelf ? ' " she asked severely, *' like a Mayoress

or a millionaire !

'

'

Sabrina' s censure, unlike that of other folk, always prostrates me ; and I

apologised for the unsuitable condition of my purse, admitting that so long as she

had pence sufficient for our railway fares, we should proceed with greater freedom

in our souls, relieved from the gross burden of my wealth.
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A hard bed, diet—cheese and tea—luxury drawn from careless unconvention,

suggested naturally in Sabrina's mind a strict economy, and I determined not to tell

her of the extravagant expenditure involved in travelling through the wilds, taking

no thought for morrows, but to cram each hour with joy.

To plunge her back to ordinary life with its diurnal thrift, seemed to me more

unsuitable than the historic harnessing of Pegasus.

So we spent Mrs. Spicer's pence, and my Sabrina told me coppers were the only

coin for pioneers, resembling Mother Earth, and of a quality more durable and

waterproof than notes.

Later that day, with one last wild embrace, which wrecked the seams in all the

Spicer's clothes, I watched Sabrina on her separate way, my eyes transfixed amidst
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the fashionable feet, by Mr. Spicer's boots ; then creeping through the basement of

the gay hotel where Guardian Gabriel dwelt, still strangely clothed and sandalled

with goloshes, minus shoes, I reached the lift, and with a headlong dash, gained

undiscovered entrance to my room.

And calm and neat, at four o'clock, I poured the tea for Guardian Gabriel, who

was most innocently glad I came so soon.

Yet once again we found the river Mole—this time in autumn—taking the

Green One and ourselves for holiday to Reigate,—Flanchford Bridge.

We had read fairy tales about the river's disappearance under a hill called

" Box," and after wandering, sometimes within, sometimes without the boat, to

Betchworth Hill, we left her there in order to investigate the truth of these said
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burrowings, from which the river is supposed to take its name.

We walked a distance, cUmbing the steep slope, then skirting the hill's base,

keeping the stream in sight.

The river did not disappear, and none could tell us of the myth, although a

few old cottagers had heard of it, they said.

Through the steep woods and round the hill the scene was beautiful beyond
belief, and near the stream at Burford Bridge we stayed the night, sending a cart

to Betchworth for the boat.

Next day we re-embarked, but met disaster, losing our thermos—and Sabrina

laughed.

We were upon the twisting, fascinating, fairy Mole. The day was full of
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colour, and soft, winter sun ; the river somewhat swollen, though not swift, and full

of trees, above, and underneath the stream.

And joyful in the wilds we left our skirts and knapsacks on the bank, to shoot

a subtle fall where wood gods stretched their long bare arms to draw Sabrina down.

We paddled over well, but pausing later to collect the impedimenta left upon

the bank, Sabrina seized the milk flask, book, and thermos in one hand, as she stood

gazing at sky and woods, the earth broke off quite suddenly, she said, beneath her

feet, and in surprise she dropped the book of poems from which we were to read

after our mid-day meal.

In a determined ecstasy to save our Francis Thompson's poems, clutching

beneath the water, she allowed the thermos to escape her harassed hands. She
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saved the volume, but the bank had now become an island in the swollen stream,

and helplessly she slipped with joyful shouts into the water of the chill October Mole,

HaK drowned she handed me triumphantly the dripping book. I felt annoyed.
—" Why not have lost the poems and saved the tea ? " I said.

She looked apologetic, and I had to laugh.

Then there arose such noise of revelry and mirth that strangely, as from

nowhere, sprang a youth.

Half clad, Sabrina motioned him away, but later, after lunch, we came on him

again, peering amazed from the shelter of the trees, towards what doubtless seemed

to him a winter's fairy tale.

Sabrina, heretofore of irreproachable dignity, appeared most strangely moved,

her brain affected by the glory of the winter sun, and as we passed she left a trail of

song and laughter through the woodland way.

In momentary confidence I yielded her my purse ; she left it on a bank of snow-

drops, but in due time I sought and found it, hiding with pleasantries my fortune,

and the sum of my belief.
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How can I show the exhilaration of one autumn day, the youngest robins shyly

singing, all the heavy silence of interminable August past—the slight mist melting

as you looked on it, meeting the warm, light air.
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The banks were moist and shining with damp growth, shewing no mud, until

we leapt on them.
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The colour—Child !—the gorgeous colour of the hills, with patches of late tints,

left and forgotten in offended Autumn's flight, the purple atmosphere seen through,

and warmed by the bare, lively trees, the redness in the branches and the little

twigs, the peace of nature with no soul in sight—all joy and beauty—indescribable.

Against the blue sky line, above the hills, two young goats stood and looked at

us, then fled into the purple haze.

We breathed long sighs of happiness.

We used no words.

There was no flood or torrent. A giant tree lay as it fell across our path, and

in the quiet stream we stood upon the trunk and hauled the Green One over its huge

orirth.
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By Mickleham there is a fall, impossible to shoot, and it involves a lengthy

portage, but in our need two-gentle-mannered youth appeared, and lifted all the

load. Sabrina recognised them—" Angels in disguise," she said.

The day was one long Joy.

The thought of that sweet stream carried me from that holy day to my next

festival, bringing me courage, gentle manners, inspiration, in my daily work.

Yes, and the memory is with me still—a healing balm—and it drives out

impatience from my soul.
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CHAPTER IV

MEDITATIONS ON WANDERING DOWN THE RIVER AVON

WITH ITS TRIBUTARIES

THE WYLIE AND THE NADDER

May-Day

Come, my love, let us go into the fields, let us lodge in the villages."
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THE AVON, THE WYLIE AND THE NADDER

I
understand the river Avon, not Stratford Avon of the

Swan, but SaHsbury Avon, sometimes called the Christ-

church Avon, with tributary streams, the Wylie and

the Nadder, you must possess a guide book.

In the delightful pages which expand themselves

persuasively the guide-book tells of Avon a convincing

tale. But all the guide-book does not tell, my child !

Unless Heaven send an angel's quill, how may a

woman—more, a spinster of no import to the race, (the

toils of *' Aunt " ignored)—how may she tell of anything so

beauteous and so vital as a trout river in the spring ?
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How describe the ripple of clear water, leap of the fish, dart of the gay king-

fisher, all the changing vision of each day ?

How bring before you miles of freely flowing stream—take you through

uplands, and Upavon Flying School (for men not Cherubim)—through unspoiled

villages, between high downs amassed with flowers, redeeming the chill look of

chalkland ?

And then for change away from river to the road, without the customary dust

of roads. For is it not of grass—of finest ancient grass ?
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And you may drive, jolting on molehills, watching rabbit holes, breathing

the winds all day, up to Stonehenge, down to the stream again, and so to

Salisbury.
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Yet listen while I tell you of the Wylie.

See the full-brimmed, buttercup-and-daisied brook. Step on the water-

meadow. Fall to your knees in cooling, unexpected pools ; and where the grass

is not so fine, the kingcups, gold and orange, grow : and water, always water,

winding, coiling, gleaming, flowing, with an endless charm, beneath old bridges

made for dreamers' trysts with dreams, past more material matters, large estates,

a castle with a moat, and thousands of wild duck ; and joining Avon, swirling

round each bend, to Ibbsley, with its cottages and post-office of thatch ; and by
the weir a shady island—made for happiness, a bathe, a book of poems, and,

tea.

And skirting the New Forest find wild woods of daffodils, free to yourself

and gipsies ; and there are little mounds of blue and white scent violets, only

discovered when you fly from fingerposts—luring the children out of school for

guides.

And ever on, the stream more swift and clear, so that you look for danger

round each bend, away to Christchurch and the Abbey ruins, covered with stone-

crop white and purple, washed by two rivers, on the sea.

There is the Avon, in a breathless page, and now I ask your sympathy on

my return to conscientious narrative.
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It was not always heavenly through the long, light day, and every day.

To dance into the flower-starred meadow, the stimulus of a mild purgatory

must be met, and fresh from paths of good intention, Lucifer, the Fish Inspector

came, to keep the Ibbsley fish.
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Christchurch
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Sabrina mercifully failed to interpret his initial words. He hiccoughed,

sniffed and swallowed simultaneously, wore creaking boots and spat
—

" A monster

fit to frighten gentle trespassers," she said.

I told the keeper we must see the beauty of his river ere our fleeting life be

spent, and that we came on literary purpose, not for fish.

In a prolonged debate, although devoid of superficial charm, I found beneath

his pre-historic manner, some small store of gentleness.

We exchanged cards—his name inscribed upon a label, mine placed in his

hand with courteous message to My Lord.

And seeing him reduced to indecision, I closed the interview with compli-

ments, and paddled on before he should have time to reconsider trespassing or

us, and from the distance, my Sabrina waved a debonair farewell.

She, who looked gently valiant through the encounter, suffered reaction

later, quoted disdainfully my theories upon trespass, said she would put them
to the proof, would cross the moat, would ring the castle bell, and ask respectable

permission to pass by.

I said My Lord would be from home on pilgrimage, perchance in Holy Land,

and that his seneschals, stout men with keys, would seize the boat and place

Sabrina in a dungeon with portculHs bars, from whence she might be ransomed
with much gold in course of time—or of eternity.
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" Meanwhile " I cried
—

" What of ourselves ? our quest

canoe ! the glory of the day !

"

We passed the mansion cautiously, the stream was shallow,

on a snag.

Sabrina, overwrought, became emotional—exasperated

tales.

The fact was the fish keeper had undone the day, spoiling

the Avon—island, weir, and post office of thatch. His roughness

had upset our sense of fitness. His savage greeting had admin-

istered a shock. Sabrina said " He drained the atmosphere

of joy."

Our afternoon, of reading, on the island, interspersed

with plunges in the weir, was left behind, but later, finding

another solitude, we bathed, and as Sabrina skipped along

the bank, she fell into a lark's nest full of eggs, which tenderly

she readjusted—and our happiness returned.

of joy !

and we

at my

the green

grounded

talk and
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What glorious summer nights !

After a supper at the inn, with interludes devoted to investigation of furni-

ture and firebacks, boots and beams and prints, we strolled again to the magnetic

river, to listen in the light left after sunset, to talk of dreams, and quests, of

Galahad, and of Christ's Holy Grail : and later, in the dark, we spoke of God, and

in the dawn of those we loved—and Francis Thompson—and forgot the fish man.

The pictures in small country inns we found, yet a source of joy. Of no un-

certain type we recognised repeatedly the royal parties, sporting groups, land

lords and ladies, on the parlour wall.

Zulus and Blacks and British fought and bled and died.

A wild boar snorting blood, his stretched out mouth packed full of fangs,

rolled on top of wounded men with spears.

A rich cat sat on marble steps outside a gilded gate, and through some mis-

adventure in the print, a coronet appeared upon her brow.

I drew Sabrina from the still life in a gold and scarlet group.

" Even the cats wear coronets," I cried.
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Salisbury Plain
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Sabrina leapt with joy, and when she found the music stool supported on

the crouching figure of a negro boy, she clutched me with an artist's ecstasy in a

completed scene.

Upstairs in the white bedroom the walls radiated sentiment. A pale girl

with red eyes, weighted with sable robes, gazed at a whiskered portrait, and the

deep black frame was covered by forget-me-nots.

Upon the other wall a woman weeping, bent to kiss a little shoe, whilst from

the door a bearded figure dressed in funeral clothes, stretched out his arms (which

reached across the room), and a large rocking-horse looked on with squinting

eyes, a most unsuitable expression on its awful wooden face. Again the blue

wreathed border, but this time an angel hovered in the frame.

" I can't sleep here," Sabrina gasped, and leant against the wall.

" Nonsense," I answered harshly. Somehow the counterfeits had power

to touch me, their sheer grotesqueness left me undecided whether I should laugh

or cry.

" Sleep on the sofa if you like," I said, " under the coronetted cat."

Sabrina wished to visit other inns over the way, to see their art, she said.

I hesitated, fearing to offend our landlady, who shewed no sign of snobbery,

or superfluous sentiment, and in her bill of fare was found no hint of thirst of

blood, or sport.
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She filled a bowl with cowslips, served the mild mutton with red currant

jam, and though Sabrina, by this time, had lost her hat and pieces of her skirt

(left hanging on a hedge) welcomed us without fear, nor asked for payment in

advance.
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We passed through Wilton, and the Park round Pembroke House was filled

with forest shades and deer.
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In swirling channels through the flowering duckweed, (held, yet quivering

in the stream) we shpped, with sharp manoeuvres, shooting little rapids, from

one current to another ; Sabrina with a quick stroke saving us from snags, and
bringing us beneath a bridge in a deep narrow rush.

Some sportsmen ran from out the mansion, raising their hats, and shouted,
" This is private "

; but as in ecstasy Sabrina cried, " We didn't mean to come,"

and waved her hat and hands, and everybody laughed—and the swift water

bore us out of sight. .
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I am not sure what happened to the WyUe after Wilton ; there are so many
partings of these waters and then meetings, but some day we will trace their

winding and their banks, our feet shod for the meadow and the stream.

Past Wilton, near to Salisbury, we stayed, leaving the boat, and then retraced

our steps, walking and driving from the Wylie towards the Nadder's source,

for both these rivers come to Avon's watersmeet.

The woods ! The Grovely Woods ! Go there—go in the early spring, when
the bare trees show purple haze between the lively boughs.

See the brave flowers up-pushing sturdily through all the old year's cast-off

garment growth, sweetened by winter's care into antique and mellow tapestry,

never becoming dead or mildewed rubbish.
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But come again, child, come again,—and yet again at every season.

For in the woods there spring the aconites and then the primroses, and

masses of dog-violets, and palm bushes, and hundreds of sweet glades are there,

and as you look along and yet along, you cannot go, because you fear to tread
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the shimmering gold and blue, until you know there are so many paths, the same

one never could be found again, and each is more entrancing than the last, and

so you dance, and dance, up one and down another, and give up trying to return,

for you are lost and lost and lost within the Spring, never to leave its consecra-

tion, you belong for ever to the woods and streams with all their gold and blue and

never-ending green.

But further on, the grass by the three rivers, grows a brighter hue, the

meadows deep in buttercups and little simple daisies—never a marguerite or

kingcup now. Then gently draw your breath,—for here the apple trees spread out

their boughs over the drifting river, and as you sit hid in high buttercups, upon

the meadow, in the water's flow, you think of Eden, Eve in her garden watered

by rivers, shaded by apple trees.
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Go to the edge of the broad sloping down ;
peer into deep be-villaged valleys,

bright as the heights, watered by streams, the Avon, Wylie, and the little Nadder,

each sweet as other, and as full of wires and weirs, bridges and fishing hatches.

Then face the winds, that sweep across from Stonehenge. Get a ridiculous

trap for half-crown, and keep it standing whilst you sit and walk and sleep for

many hours, with patience unperturbed in beast and man.

You cannot see the world if you but walk, nor drive, unless you are a million-

aire in time, and bank in hours, eternity to spare.

Stay in the little village, Wishford, at the Swan, cared for by a sweet hostess,

and a fairy boy, with a strong, silent father, where if you hang your head from

out the casement window at the back or front, you will lift up your voice and

shout :
" Oh joyful hour ! Oh darling little place !

"
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Go to the church at Stapleford, see the old graveyard, and the steps grown

green with moss, and blue with violets. Wander beside the river, not by the road,

visit the inn and cottages of thatch, all clinging to the bank, and then away, up

to the woods and downs again.

This is the Wylie—and these rivers three run somehow down to Salisbur}^

They loop, divide and join, and flooding where they meet, confuse the wanderer

casting contempt on maps : for know, this tale is not to guide you there, onh'

to make you want to see the place so much, that you arrive quite suddenly, regard-

less of all means, and method, space or time, reminding me of controversy as to

what age a child should learn to read.

And one said, "It is more important it should want to read than have the
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power." But I say, quitting relevance, " When it reads, let there be books of

lovehness, poems with illuminated pages, scarlet capitals as of the Dove or

Kelmscott Press."

Away with ugly Bibles, Noah's arks. For why should Noah's wife, the

pig and the rhinosceros be all of the same colour ?
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And later in the year the chalky downs are massed with harvest of wild

flowers, many coloured, fine and beautiful. But now I had forgot the cowslips

and they come before the primroses are gone.

Walk up the winding road from Wishford towards the woods, and see, the

slope is scented and bedecked. 'Tis possible to travel many miles the other way
if you accept concerning cowslips the advice of rustics and you would miss the

shining mass of brave upstanding flowers, so sure and delicate, each independent

on its own slight stem, growing in masses yet with individuality, and still un-

sought—for boudoir or perfumery.

Cowslips, like artists, cry for "plein air, and as I sleep each spring-tide on the

down, they bring you near me ; for this is the time when dreams have strange

significance, and fairies come abroad, spreading their tragedy and comedy and

mysticism round the land.

Never let May-Day Eve pass unobserved, for magic thought comes every

year to childlike souls.

Of course, if you should be a worldling, and delight your soul in stocks, not

summer growth, but pelf, or should you care for flesh-pots, the right sauce with

the inevitable meat, or desire fashionable stuffs (not weavings woven for stately

women, dyed with the hues of harvest, grown in a garden) ; or should you in some

distant age desire a silver hairbrush—monogram embossed, or stunted inbred

dogs, or diamonds in a case, or smoke strong smoke, or drink strong drink, then
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May-Day Eve will bring you nought but nightmare, and you will cry " There

are no May-Day dreams. How are the cowslips fallen ! The fairies are all

dead !

"
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In swinging rhythmic movement, paddling between low banks massed with

forget-me-nots, the song of larks filling the sunny sky, we became conscious of a

stately spire, a sense of peace, and so drew near to Sahsbury.
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You come to Salisbury, and drawing nigh that shrine from the clear river,

happiness is yours.

You stay within the City, and beneath the spire your heart is filled with

reverence and with worship
; yea, though you don't admire the windows, or the

rosy paint against the Purbeck marble in the choir, of all the rest you murmur

:

"It is very good."

And you will kneel there lowly, and thank God He made the rivers, filling

them full of beauty, as the thoughts he lent the builder, and that He filled life
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full of love and strength and tenderness, and gave you vision to possess it all,

that, body, soul, water and stone, the marble underground, the flower upon the

hill are yours—all yours.

But yesternight—was it in dream ?—I heard thee grumble thrice, and once

upon the wind, there came a moan.

Where is thy joy, thy pure and lovely raiment, wrought of finest gold ?

Stay not in the city, child. Away, away, flee to the mountain—and the

stream.
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8urely thy soul grows set, and God would make thee free, flowing to fill

the whole world He unbars for thee.

And when thy soul expanded, rushes on in strength and swiftness, when its

shouting and its stillness sweep the Heavens then will God open greater portals,

wide new worlds—for thee, oh my beloved, for thyself.

Surely the brave Isaiah's words ring in my heart as I fly from the city and

my fellows. And yet it may be but the cry of that old coward Jonah ?

Alas, no, neither priest nor prophet—Genesis again.

" Escape soul for thy life, look not behind thee, neither stay in all the plain."

" Escape ? " " Where, Lord, should I escape me -with soiled wings, salt

tears and moanings for my song ?
"

" Hist child !
" Up the mountain, into the river, lest thou be consumed."
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CHAPTER V

THE THAMES

Late Summer

The Heaven, even the Heavens, are the Lord's,

but the earth hath He given to the children of men/'
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THE THAMES

NE day I said, " I don't like the last rose of summer."

Sabrina whispered, " Don't tell Guardian Gabriel, but

I hate the Thames."

They are both too mature.

I said, "In summer after June, the birds are silent,

and the rose without the nightingale is an anachronism."

Sabrina answered, " On the Thames there is a

wind,—a dry wind, and it blows for ever in your face."

The river Thames is not a stream, always except-

ing the swift water of St. Patrick with its banks of

buttercups.
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The Thames is stereotyped. The unexpected never happens, save when a

racing man comes round the bend full suddenly, and disregards canoes, though

painted green.

There are, of course, delightful interludes, but then again villas, banks, kept

respectable by smooth cement, and luxury—and launches.

The water's dull dark brown, the kingfishers are few, you never lose for long the

sight of the conventional boat and its commodious house ; trim gardens bright with

calceolareas and geraniums signal " Hotel and tea," and week-end palaces distress

the sight—disturbing dreams.
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But above Oxford, may be into

Gloucestershire, the banks, though

high, are hidden with forget-me-nots,

and water-hUes stretch themselves

across the silent waterway—and they

are white, not yellow, and their

hearts are gold.
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From Cricklade towards Oxford, many miles, there are no villas, neither boating

men, nor luxury, nor launches ; yet does not nature show her spirit—her primeval

self—in quiet reaches leading to the locks. And though one's will is followed

without passing homage to the landlord, or his fish-man, only a passive soul,

methinks, one who lacks youth and love of spiritual adventure, would return each

year,—though Buscot's church and garden are adorable, though Kelmscott's near.
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and further, Fairford's shrine glazed with green glorious dragons and delphinium

devils may be found.
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The Guardian Gabriel loves the Thames from Gloucestershire to Poplar.

With his attendant throng he went in state, befitting king of industry on visit

to this placid river queen.

We took possession of the nice bow-windowed Inn, the downstairs parlours,

and the upstairs beds.
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We liked the house and garden, danced down the lawn, not bordered with

herbaceous plants, but gay with banks of boys with boathooks and with boats. We
liked the sloping floors, the indispensable step lurking in odd, dark places. We
crowded in and out, and up and down, and round about.

Our motors, with innumerable cylinders, throbbed in the shed ; and flocks of

ducks, as white as lilies, counted the number that might muster every night for

supper, trying to look as poor and thin as possible in their luxurious life.

And every day the carriers and postmen toiled beneath the weight of food for

mind and body ; fruit, in and out of season, from the garden market, books from

Bumpus chocolates from Charbonnel.
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I mused on various aims for similar procedure.

For every year I visit shop and cell, scan shelf and table, grow intimate with

men of parchment face, worming through hidden store. I buy, if out of print I

bribe, beg, borrow, advertise, with passionate perseverance, books for Guardian

Gabriel's rest and holiday.

Why?

Because if his attention become rivetted for a short moment on the page he

surely sleeps, but if the book be dull, or in some sense unsuited to his need, he cannot

sleep, either upon the volume or without it, and if he does not sleep, he is ill.
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Gay picnics were arranged, with-

out a moment's loss, in every spot

conceivable along the shady banks,

beneath the very beaks of those white

ducks, whose brethren were devoured

at every meal.

Boats of all kinds and size, punts filled with wraps and cushions became pushed

and pulled and paddled up and down, and in and out, and round about.

The nearest telephonic number was inscribed upon the sleeve of those who wore

a cuff, and marked in ink upon the arm of those who had none.

And youthful secretaries linking work with play, coupled our chief's restless

imagination to the type-mabhine, whilst from the open window, heralded by

spiritualistic taps, came forth fair sheets on science, education, gold and wealth,

clean milk, good manners, ships, statistics, smoke and shells, hastened with light-

ning glances to the river and the lawn.

After a few wild days a most exhausted child took leave of telegraphic codes

and wires, this Government department being reinforced by a stout clerk with

a large brow and an abnormal head.
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The Guardian Gabriel, unconscious author and the mainspring of this not

unpleasant, though continuous commotion, sent and dictated telegrams and letters,

when he caught sight of anyone in postal uniform, or on whose person there might

lurk a pen or pencil. He joked with boys and girls, conscripted messengers, filling

their minds with problems, and their pockets with accumulated change.

And early in the morning, sitting beside the river solitary, he would fill long

pages full of tenderness to friends and family, and sometimes shed a not

unhappy tear
;
yet when we gathered round for breakfast with dread punctuality^

after the bathe, with cries and cheerful calls from windows to the lawn, he would

relate much mirthful story, and denouncing lateness the worst crime, would force

a three-course breakfast, with fierce threats and scoldings, on each garrulous guest.

Later he read aloud to all who would but sleep, or listen, ordered hot chops at

midday in the cushioned punt, strolled in the village, talking to all whose counten-

ance consented, chatted with children as they loitered in the lanes, leaving behind

him liveliness and laughter—and surprise.
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But at the hour of three we reached the crux of the proceeding.

Under this genial, masterly control, our cavalcade, furtively watched by those

white ducks beneath the bridge, who counted four less of their number as the sun set

each night, sped forth by motor into Gloucestershire to find the upper Thames.

In perfect order boats awaited us, tea-baskets, mackintoshes, rugs and paddles

were distributed, a man who could, accompanied those who could not, swim, whilst

happy chauffeurs, with official maps, respectfully concealing fishing-rods, patrolled

each bridge as the procession passed beneath, ready to bear the company to shelter,

should a shower descend.

Now in these upper reaches the kingfisher shows himself, flashing straight

down mid stream at lightning speed, a thought from God, gleaming to brown

eternity, or facing up stream, shows brave orange breast, beak scarlet lined, the

little body full of dash and hfe, cloaked with unspeakable blue, sparkhng with

colour as with jewels not to be described.

Yet as the sun set only, was, methinks, the feehng lost of orderly mechanical

contrivance, as of inlayment in a tesselated pavement, wrought with a marvel of

unfailing skill.

The banks supported still by bags of grey cement, melted within the fading

Hght, the motor non-material panted into space, the various craft involuntarily

separated and were lost.
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And mystic colour spread compelling calm over our clever ways, and our

devices. We breathed in peace, we lost our busy selves ; once more unreasoning,

inarticulate, I became one with the slow, brown, drifting river, drifting, drifting

towards eternity, drifting on God's strong love.
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In darkness, and in quiet groups, we came by night to supper at the Inn, ate the

white ducks whose food was Hly pads, gave gentle good-night glances, and so with

lightened conscience, peaceful heart, and prayer, and to bed.

After a month, the salad garden empty, and the four remaining ducks of that

white flock preferring honourable death to present anxious ills, escaped through

lock and weir to other lands, we were converted to ungrudging admiration of the

Thames.

We promised to return each year.

We murmured " God be with ye," doubting to our host, whom recent pros-

perous circumstance had laid upon the sofa with the " Sporting News," and gout;

and to his splendid little wife, to whom prosperity merely meant many duck-eggs,

and enlargement of her coasts.

And we returned to work.
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A curious feeling stayed with me as if I had borne part in some strange, state-

barge expedition, full of historic pomp and circumstance—yea, culminating in

exceeding triumph and success.

And I reflected, questioning in what holidays consist. Whether for kings and

emperors may exist pleasure as 'tis understood by simple folk ; or if for people

eminent in this world's work, there be a line twixt tour of international gravity,

and a spontaneous voyage for the love of life and air, or if for potentates is found a

time convenient for the grasp of friendly hands, without a colony or continent hid

in the hollow.

And in supreme confusion T would ask
—

" Ts it possible to draw a line twixt

love and duty, body and soul, spirit and matter, joy and utility, or with a child's

heart separate eternally the hours of work and play ?
"
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" Is to dictate my letters in a green canoe the keeping of May-Day—or does it

matter, pray forgive me, whether I swim in duckweed or in salad, leap in creation

with the joyiul trout, or sit and serve mankind with salmon in the mayonnaise ?
"
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CHAPTER VI

RIVER STOUR, DORSETSHIRE

Locusts and Wild Honey
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RIVER STOUR, DORSETSHIRE

ERTAINLY there are drawbacks to the possession of an

individual joy considered of the wildest unconvention-

ality by other folk.

For the least misadventure is by the supercilious

critic demonstrated as the essence of the whole. Thus

he assuages envy at an incomprehensible enthusiasm,

viewing each accident as born of fate, to strain successful

eccentricity even to breaking-point.

Representations as to the glory of the way, lucid description of the dis-

appearance of all obstacles, climatic, human, of the devil or of art, at touch of magic

paddle in a green canoe, are judged as innocent, unconscious forms of self-deceit,

a mild brand of hypocrisy rendered excusable by Irish ancestry.
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And yet at times the joy of progress had to be demonstrated not to antagonistic

angler or fish-keeper, but to the very partner of such joy.

This proves exhausting, and gives rise to an anxiety, which if not speedily

dispelled, destroys the casual charm of the proceeding.

Sabrina, mercifully, has a patient spirit, and unfolded marvellous perseverance

tempered to our need.
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Having decided to explore the Stour of Dorsetshire, we started from Stur-

minster Newton, late in the summer, on a Sunday afternoon. We revelled for an

hour on smoothest stretch of water, in the summer sun, then came to miles and

miles of tall dense weeds.

The weather, previously inclined to showers, became a settled downpour, and

we decided, underneath a forest tree (the day being too far spent to hope for change)

to paddle on till drenched beyond the fortitude of our enjoyment, then to find

lodging for the night, to sleep and dry, in preparation for the morrow.
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In the soft rain I saw an otter dive—at least I heard the splash and saw the

point of his stiff tail. I counted seven squirrels and five kingfishers.

Sabrina's eyes lack the sharp quality of the detective. Hers is the artist's

full, slow gaze, which gathers in fair visions, storing them in a treasure house for

future need.

And many a time I startled her absorption all in vain, as a slight brilliant shaft

of colour dropped before us down the river far as the eye could follow. And in the

end she wearied of my cries, said " she disliked the kingfisher, and preferred birds

who would keep still while human beings looked on them."
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We paddled cheerfully along, the soft rain cooling us to comfort, for an hour or

so, then hiding the boat beneath a bank we walked with careless confidence towards

a village inn, the possibility of difficulty in admittance not having crossed our

minds.

With disregard of closing hours, we knocked, and a young woman hung her

tousled head out from a window in the roof. Fixing her stare on me, she shouted

with a raucous voice, " The bar ain't hopen until arf past six."

kSabrina smiled delightedly, but I was mortified, and critically regarded, first

my companion, then whatever I could see of my own person.

Sabrina certainly was wet, each part of her apparel seemed to drip more than

other, but she appeared, I told her, neither vulgar, nor in search of drink.
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No one could say I looked a dissolute character.

There was no hint of merry widow in my cotton dress,

and my grey veil clung round me like the softest seaweed.

Then, suddenly, Sabrina naturally unobservant,

leaned on the door which bore the large word, " Tap,"

upon its front, gazed in my face, and laughed without

control.

My hat, once dyed, had shed its drops upon my
countenance so that my dripping cheeks were black as

ink.
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I could not see the transformation, and, with annoyance, I detached Sabrina

from the Tap-room door.

At the next inn we both explained why we looked as we did, but the strange

story carried no conviction. The inn was dry and clean, our knapsacks and our-

selves dripped terribly ; the weather warm, though wet, no one desired or would

consent to light a fire to dry us or our clothes, and at two other cottages we failed

to gain a shelter or politeness.

At last we reached a tiny store, Sabrina dripping more than ever, and my face a

darker hue. I caught sight of a woman by a kitchen fire, and with some pathos we
related our adventures. The woman welcomed us enthusiastically.
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We saw that she was drunk, but entered gladly, pressing upon her a deposit

lest she changed her mind.

" Now, what a mercy the poor woman has been drinking, or she would never

have believed us sober," whispered Sabrina, moral sense perverted by the weather,

and the weight of her wet clothes.

The woman, Mrs. B., had reached an hospitable stage of drink, possessed of

charm for those two weary and too wet for hyper-criticism on the point.

She brought us in, drew forth her best robe—golden brown with silken braid-

ings shaped in diamonds round the hem. She lit a fire upon the bedroom hearth,

placing new blankets on the feather bed, and instantly proceeded to cook sausages

and bacon in excessive quantities.
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I stripped Sabrina of her clinging garments, wrapped her in blankets warmly in

the bed, then dressed myself in Mrs. B's best gown.

The kitchen and the bedroom I arranged as a vast drying ground, whilst Mrs.

B. explained our presence to her husband who arrived, telling him audibly she liked

us, and desired we should remain.

He gathered up our mackintoshes, wraps and boots, the blue hat (now a

veritable pool of ink), and Mrs. B., who by this time was in no mood to take refusals,

insisted that her neighbours should take part in entertaining us, and help to dry

our clothes.

After some efforts to remove the dye from my discoloured face with butter,

cream, and other likely fats, strange mixtures recommended by Sabrina, we settled

ourselves cosily in bed, with shaken principles on total abstinence and prohibition.

It was just six o'clock, and we agreed to talk of Socialism for an hour or two

before we slept.

Sabrina had, to my astonishment, decided upon earning her own bread.
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We argued on the subject at great length, and though convinced upon the

fallacy of my " priori " statements, I remember my refuted points better than my
opponent's brilliant talk, and her amazing arguments, which I would the world

had heard.

Sabrina answered, " All the great ones of Theology and History learned a

trade." But I remarked, they did not seem, so far as I could follow their careers,

to have existed on the proceeds.

I know I hated the idea of earning one's own bread, and told Sabrina that

from the moment she should yield her time for moneybags, the purchase of her

soul would be involved, her freedom, initiative, her highest efforts, and the inspira-

tion of her life.

King Alfred, I contended, ate or burned the cakes for the swine-shepherdess,

giving no service in return, causing some chaos and no doubt considerable dis-

appointment at the family tea.



Buddha begged, uncondemned, his way. . .

Christ earned no recompense but persecution during the three recorded years of

holy hfe left as example to the world.

I would concede it might be needful for the soul, devoid of inspiration, to

enter heavy harness, earning thereby a livelihood ; but, for Sabrina, I declared the

thought depressed me with exceeding weight.

" Pray, who was she ? " I asked, indignantly, " to keep time or place, or to do

anything in this world's foolish, punctual way."

I became angered, and my flushed face, still discoloured, shone with cream

which, when Sabrina saw, full suddenly she hid her own beneath the sheets, and

shook with foolish mirth.

I told her it was she who was ridiculous. " Leave work to me, and to your

betters," I exclaimed.
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" You are a tramp ! a kingfisher ! a gipsy waif ! in camp here for a few short

years to make the landscape something picturesque for poets and for artists' dreams,

to yield a momentary shaft of light, to hand me a few baskets which may help to

hold my trials, as I toil along to Heaven."
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" Child," I cried, " No one can tell what your Ufe-work may be, but this I

know, it never can or will yield any coin in the exchange or market of this humdrum
wicked world."

She answered coldly that " she proved me economically unsound," and there-

fore that " my pleasant sounding protests "
( I quote her words) " became a snare

and a delusion." She added that my arguments lacked logic, did me injustice, and

displayed no continuity.

She spoke convincingly of freedom, and the self-respect which independence

brings, painting with rainbow colours all the joys which overflow the soul beholden

to no relative or friend for the support of that poor temporal necessity, the beautiful,

but withal costly and commercial body.
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Sabrina stated it was possible to earn a pound or two a week without the sacri-

fice of freedom to her soul, or any undue portion of her time, her spiritual moments,

or her highest energy ; neither would she forego the hours of dawn or setting of

the sun.

" It is quite possible to live on half-a-crown a day after one's educated," said

Sabrina, looking in my astonished face, her mouth filled with a large and costly

sausage.
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" Once," she continued, " I investigated the whole subjects with artists and a

charwoman, Hving successful demonstrations of the scheme."

" Of course "—she gained intensity
—

" no one in early life should think of

pounds, or suffer lack of pence ; the needs of youth are manifold, extraordinary and

infinite, but once you gain possession of your soul, come to your place in life,

bearing no limitation but the spirit's flight, you cannot think to demonstrate the

needs of meat or money, tinsel, or even flowers, excepting those which spring for

love's sake on the earth."
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I quote Sabrina's scheme, quite ineffectively, in foolish, wandering words, but

to obtain conviction you should see the author of these dreams, sitting in bed,

wrapped in intensity and Mrs. B.'s best blanket, hampered in gesture, waving, with

danger to the patchwork quilt, a piece of bread and honey, recalling to my mind

firstly the Queen of Hearts—then John the Baptist

!

She frowned when I involuntarily called her sausage " a wild locust," pushing

the bread and honey in her mouth to give a long-sought chance for my replies.

" Of course," she legislated, in her slow, distinctive voice, when she could speak

and swallow separately, " you must live in the country. Nature's galleries spread

before you every day—There must be village clubs, a library, and place of worship,

where man-made conditions render worship possible."
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" A single room, an open hearth, a window opening on a meadow, and a cool,

deep well, or spring, can be obtained for a mere song, with all the freedom of the soul

preserved. A folding-bed, oat-cake and water, and an apple dropping occasionally

from a neighbour's tree, which should in Spring yield wealth of blossom—surely it

is enough for health, and beauty, and the soul

!

" And, as to clothes—a linen garment with a girdle, over wool, can never lack

distinction, so you avoid all garnishing and gauds, unless of needlework, from loving

labour—bringing benediction !

"

" I have no tolerance," Sabrina spoke with scorn, " for those who will not earn,

yet still desire life's dainties. They demand wages of a gross materialism, yet

refuse its due ; the iron is already in their soul, and it were better they should bind
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themselves to grindstones crushing

their own deadweight, before the

darkened dayspring which remains

become extinct in death."

" They who love luxuries of

the materialist, and strive for them,

may find salvation in their con-

scientious toil, which, spite of idols,

will enlarge a cramped horizon,

rousing the soul perchance to higher aims, greater achievements, than the man
enveloped in the gloom of his own ignorance can consciously in setting forth

distinguish."

" And it may be allowed such store to overflow. Thus gifts, if sanctified by

love and reverence, may be accepted good for the soul of him who gives, and who
receives, remembering gifts of kind can in no way be needful to a living soul."

" The wealth of nations should be spent upon the young," Sabrina spoke with

passion. " Let them have education, visions, and society, good teeth, strong

backs, and knightly games of grace and courtesy, breadth of all thought, sight,

insight, realism, and the chance of failure—life's greatest lessons otherwise un-

learned. Give them life at its hardest, highest, best, watch over them, pray for

them, with them, stand aside often, let them be disciplined only by God's love

—

and man's.
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She then reproached the faithless SociaHst in ecstasy of condemnation, she

who reads neither the Bible nor Shakespeare with her maid, who nullifies her prin-

ciples keeping a " servant's hall," unless (she made exception) the loved hireling

be of drunken or demoralised estate, engaged for purposes of indisputable, mutual

helpfulness.

My mind ran riot, and I rose to clear the sausages away
;
yet I remain continu-

ously influenced by Sabrina's schemes, leading inevitably to my downfall, when I

practise them.

Somehow Sabrina does not fit this sphere, that is what touches all her teaching

with a so fatal fascination, and why, when linked to life upon this planet, a curious

spiritual combustion never fails to follow, bringing unfeigned surprise, and yet I

fear delight within her soul.
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Kext day we set off dry and well, filled full of food and happy thought. The

B.'s desired to give us all their clothes, refusing half the customary sum demanded

at an inn. Dear drunken Mrs. B. toasted our health in spirits as we said farewell,

her sober husband tolerantly telling us, " it was her money, and did him no harm."
I* •P ^F ^F ^F *r

Our river now wound round and round to such unknown extent we feared we

should compulsorily return to the same lodging, which, among other drawbacks,

goes against the grain of setting out.

At last we lost the landmarks which pursued us, pushing through dense and

denser weeds, and in the evening reached a village, where we found conventional

accommodation.
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I never yet have met such tall, strong weeds.

We appeared high and dry, but pushed along, feeling for water with a boat-

hook, down below the thick dry mass through which we worked our way.
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With perseverance, in the end, we found a httle stream-path through the

forest growth, and left those overgrown giants behind. The river, clear and swift,

at last released, we sped along, finding the water shallow, but no falls or fishing

hatches to impede our way.
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Sabrina loved to step out of the boat into the sunny stream, and with her under-

garb of brightest hue, her woollen skirt worn round her shoulders like a shawl, she

certainly presented an unusual sight.

Passing beneath a bridge some rustics shocked me by their frank remarks, but

my Sabrina, in reflective mood, forgetful of the earth, and sad humanity, heard

nothing, neither would think there could be anything in her appearance to arrest

attention, nor that her underclothes were blue and her feet very white against the

sky and the clear water's green, nor that such strange words should have reference

to herself, nor in good sooth that any boys or girls would notice her at all.

And, seeing this, I let the matter pass, instead of shooting everyone, as I

inclined.
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And we fled out of sight ; swifter the stream and clearer now, with good tracks

through the weeds, past Wimborne Minster, with increase of water, and the

fourth day found the sea at Christchurch, coming, when the harbour spread with

little boats and brightly faded sails, glowed in the sunset, and the ruins near the

Abbey Church shewed grey and purple, as a mystic temple, lined in flaming sky.
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Sabrina loves the sea, and in delightful strain insisted we should sleep at an

expensive inn, which offered to my mind no compensating comfort, but that its

name was " Dolphin," and as the " Dolphin " was her favourite beast, she said we

must stay there.

This expedition on the Stour, with its own individual charm and difficulty,

though in beauty less entrancing than my real trout streams, was, I remember, full

of human nature, and of weeds, and the sweet light of that last evening on the

harbour, linked to Sabrina's kSocialism, and her smiling, fitful talk, remains unfaded

in the memory of life's revelation.
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CHAPTER VII

HARVEST

THE RIVER STOUR—KENT AND CANTERBURY

" Great Possessions
"

Having nothing, yet possessing all things."
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THE RIVER STOUR—KENT AND CANTERBURY

ET once again we lifted up our eyes, lightened our souls,

bathed our hmp faces, and set out through Kent to

Canterbury, following our quest.

In the hot sunshine, (the small "fowles" silent now,)

we talked of pilgrims, and Sabrina drew from her pocket

a small book of tales, saying, as every time, when we

have left the world, during the last three years, that she

had reached the crowning joy of her existence.
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We
healthy

declare,

came to Wye, centre of scientific life upon the land, clean milk, and

cows. Wonderful farmers come from Wye, who never grumble, but

with one accord, in favour of their life.

The river Stour passes through

gently sloping meadows, touches some

^ charming villages, winds amongst

Norman haunts, tempts one to paddle

slowly, and to linger everywhere, forget-

ful of the pilgrim and his goal.
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There are Kentish uplands full of cornfields, shaded from palest yellow to

rich gold, then bronzed to reddest brown—those gorgeous shadowed slopes

without a fence or wall or hedge, and right on to the road grow tufts of poppies,

and strange daisies, smaller than Mar-

guerites, and yet too large for weeds

in garden lawns. And there are winding

paths through hopfields, near those
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waving crops, where Norman churches make excuse for pilgrims tramping many
miles through the pure colour of the ripened land.

Two little tributaries, swift and clear, flow to the Stour near Canterbury,

passing through Wickhambreaux and Wingham—and there is Patrixbourne,

the most attractive hamlet in the world. Even Grove Ferry, where the tide-

washed banks are dull with mud, shows distant slopes of corn all shaded gold, and

we found fields of lavender in bloom, waving old-fashioned airs over the harvest

land.

On that first day we paddled through some private ground, and perilously

near to a large house. We heard wild legends of ungentle lords, fierce stories

as of Huns and Barons, fitting a by-gone age.
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Sabrina slight and stately, stood in the boat, not without risk to our pro-

cedure, and towards the windowed pile she waved a flag, all worked with symbols

and with rare and joyful charms : for now the enchantment of the stream had

fallen upon her, and in its strength the fear of men was drowned, and in our hearts

dwelt brotherhood and love.
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For all that day the river hurried clear and careless thro' green glades, and

leaping sunny shallows, bubbled about Sabrina's ankles, cooled them with kisses,

strove to hide them with caresses, as she, white and wistful, waded, wrapped

in some mystery of Magic Myth, drew me at last within her dreaming, till I saw
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the trout playing with faries, racing, aye, hst ungentle troutman, chasing the

green canoe.

In flashing sunlight all the river bed sparkled and flamed with white and

brick-red pebbles, and the clear meadowed stream held shadows fallen from

trees, which stretched big leaves across the water, leaving glad visions of earth's

greenness in the depths below.
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We lingered barefoot on the banks beneath the shade,

and whilst I dreamed, Sabrina, seeking supper, roamed the

village, asking replenishment of thermi, and clustering

children told her tales of troutmen, how they regarded neither

law nor ladies, nay, burnt canoes, tho' they be painted green.

Wide-eyed Sabrina hastened where I slept beside the

innocent boat, whispering mysteriously of sanctuary, desiring

I should sleep beneath the tower of Chartham Church.
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The next day we found Canterbury's shrine, filling our hearts with that

strange, gay content which worship brings.

Again, and yet again, we turned to this old city by the stream, and later,

passing down towards the sea, we still returned, and knew that we had never

seen the pilgrim's land. No ! not in tourist days, when motoring through to

Becket's tomb, we took our luncheon at " The George," returning the same day,

needless to say, in the wrong season, when the crops were neither ripe nor high.

You must see Canterbury in its chosen time.

Every country, every city with a soul, aye, and each garden, has its own
day, almost its perfect hour, and as you wind canoeing down a stream, stop where

you will, and walk whene'er you please, then when you lose the fever and the

dust, the Bradshaw and alertness of sight-seeing, choice places may reveal them-
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selves, perchance you may discover that strange elusive spirit, hid under human
hospitality, lost in convention and the conscientious hum of daily life.

You may know the city's temper, all its variable humour, and forgetful

of its long dead historied past, you will feel the antique place filled full of mystic

life and meaning ; aye, young-hearted futurist, sending forward revelation of

eternal truth and beauty, radiant outcome of cramped creeds, and theological

device, bearing on a vital message, mild and mystic, pure and simple, thoughts

of glory and of worship, sprung from fear of Middle Ages, thoughts of God and

Resurrection bursting through great gorgeous graves.

We spoke with reverence and bated breath of the great dead, those frightened

sinners of old time, whose dreaded doom called into being our so passionatelj'^

treasured shrines, their hidden parts all glorious within.

Do they know that we, dwelling near death, with

ne'er a thought of punishment or hell, or purgatory,

with childlike trust in God's wide canopy of love, forget

to supplicate, unconscious of foul sin, and from the

glory of their spiritual art, look wide-eyed, dazed and

dumb into the Father's face ?

Did they know they would teach of God, the Lord

of love and tenderness, by their remorseful and repen-

tant works of supererogations, by their grand effort to

atone for squandering the only gift the Creator judged

supremely good enough for them—life on this earth

with its superb environment, its opportunity of child-

hood, growth and age ?

Did they dream, in those far days, they would
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show us God ? God they so strangely sought, yet found ; that from their labours

we should learn to look up with stately spires, shout with the bells, laugh with

gay gargoyles, kiss the dear old stones, but that with all their willingness to pray,

we could in honesty no longer crouch and whine of woe and degradation ?

Listen, Child ! In every life is flung before the astonished gaze some wild,

stray glimpse of glory and of beauty infinite, which tells of the Creator. It may
be in a human soul, in nature, or in art, made manifest in widely differing form,

but it drives out eternally that Deity of quaint design, of fearsome form that

bogey set aloft by man to scare to sadness our so gay and eager hearts.

The builders of those blessed shrines would soothe God's wrath, would make

amends for sin and puny selfishness.
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So in their efforts to appease an angry God, their souls were born ; they sought

the vision beautiful, they gave themselves in passionate striving, and in con-

scientious toil.

Blindly they grovelled to their Deity of Terror, to learn in after life the

revelation of their work for us to-day, and surely God smiled tenderly, and drew

them from their twilight into life, whilst we, who take possession of the ages in the

vain certainty of later revelation, scorn the old creeds, and take, unthankful what

they left—the heritage of loveliness, of conscience and of toil.

In work they learnt of life, even as we, that the thrice-blessed angel, she

of drudgery, brings to her children sacrifice, and toil, and pain, folded in grey,

beneath her wings, she hides the flaming dawn.
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These letters end, and the revelation lacks all I would it held, and yet, oh,

friend and child, they bear to you a story faintly told, something of God's re-

vealing to a woman, in this sometimes sordid, strangely glorious life.

Long, long ago, I saw a bright green stream, pictured within a city, and I

laughed, because I knew the painter felt the summer, and the green, the hurryings

and the peace, and gladness in her soul. " A summer day," I said, " within the

glades and streams of Heavenly Lands," and then I wept that I should never see

that stream this side the crossing.

Now it has come into my life, the cool, green, shining day, this idyll full

of movement, and of peace, the flaming pebbles of the never stilled yet gentle

stream, the blessed river washing swift and clear, flooding the soul with early

summer joy, and innocence and love.
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For the soul may gather Nature's vision to her treasure-house for ever, and

return again to hfe with all her great possession. Yea, may she sing or dream

or dance or cry concerning it : more—yea, much more—when man has been un-

kind, within a shining day, accepting that sweet kingdom of God's grace, and fleeing

through his wilderness of weeping, he may go rock his soul upon that mighty

Breast, and know himself new born—God's little son.

Every life has moments winged and glorious. Isles of Patmos, visions which

come to us through loneliness or suffering, love, or mirth, or tears, and each is

infinitely individual : for every soul is infinite and separate.

Our moments of pure joy are built unconsciously. Through many moons

the shrine's prepared where falls the sacred fire—the glow of health from faith-
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ful exercise and self-restraint ; the perfect love which springs at last to life from

quiet meeting, tender troubled thought—the poem bom of suffering in expansion,

or in Nature's daily joy.

The inner history of the soul at last flung open to the drawing nigh of God,

whether it be through Nature, or the human touch, is that which is most real

to every conscious soul, and in the simple tracing of such revelation, may be

found the key to something of God's dower of peace and joy, fast-locked, per-

chance grown dim, for lack of light and air, within the hidden sanctuary of a

soul.
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We turned our faces homeward.

And I said, " Alas ! How good is selfishness !

"

Sabrina answered, " No ! Now that we are fulfilled with peace and joy, our

need will be renewed, for as we gather we must give, and as we give, we grow

to new and diverse ways."
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And as she spoke, I listened, wondering, and her saying is set down on this

last page :

" When we have left the world for a short space, fulfilled the soul in our

apocalyptic isle, then we take back to busy market or the human home, all that

we have—to give away and there is no one in God's world, who ever sought His

presence, who has not some great possession, as there are none, their eyes cleansed

from this world's blight, who remain unconscious of their need of overflowing

wealth from other souls.

So we return again and yet again to the old thought born in the Golden Age,

piercing the mediaeval time, and still 'tis ours in new and glorious light.
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To gain real life, to know our very selves, the old self must be given with

perfect sacrifice : self, not reviled or lacerated, hateful as of old, but sacred,

beautiful, beloved.

Christ gave Himself in His humanity, because He knew this was most beauti-

ful of all gifts in Creation. For us on lower plane, our best, our soul, our self,

must slip away within the mist of the hereafter, crowned only when relinquished,

sent on its way with eagerness not scorn, with gentle blessing, and a lingering

touch—God's gift, all we have been, used, laid aside, as a child's garment no

more fit for man—the little soul we have outgrown—comely and cleansed with

light, sent into God's unknown.
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